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The Red Hot Papas, L-R, Jiri Kripac, Derek Worby… 
 

n December 15, 1997, I was fortunate to be able to attend a jazz cabaret at the 
American Club, to hear the production Handful of Keys by the Red Hot 
Papas: Jiri Kripac (cornet, vocals) and Derek Worby (piano). This was 

splendid entertainment, featuring two 45-minute sets of music associated with Fats 
Waller, held together by an entertaining and educational script, delivered by Jiri 
Kripac. The story encompassed Fats’s life, from his birth in 1904 to his premature 
death at 39 in 1943, on a train bound for New York. (Apparently he died while the 
train was pulling into Kansas City). The show highlighted what a fine songwriter Fats  
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Fats Waller: dead at 39 years of age in Kansas City… PHOTO COURTESY PINTEREST 
 
was, certainly the equal of the likes of George Gershwin, Jerome Kern and Cole 
Porter, who were more famous at the time. Had Fats lived, he would have become a  
celebrated icon of American popular music, apart from the fact that he was one of the 
finest jazz pianists who ever lived. The challenge of playing Fats’s music on the piano, 
which might have overawed a lesser pianist, was met with relaxed aplomb by Derek 
Worby. I could see this production working very well in schools, in licensed clubs, in 
jazz venues, at corporate functions - indeed, anywhere where a superior jazz cabaret 
was called for. But it is the sort of entertainment where the audience has to listen and 
appreciate the production’s many subtleties. I can’t recommend it too highly. 
 
*The Sydney Harbour Jazz Festival, an event staged by Tourism New South 
Wales, took place during the recent Boxing Day-New Year’s Eve period. There are 
differing opinions as to its success or failure. John Shand wrote on it 
comprehensively in the Sydney Morning Herald. On January 2, 1998, he praised 
aspects of the event, but also drew attention to some of the festival’s inadequacies: 
the unavailability of grand pianos; the fact that contemporary jazz was hidden away 
at an obscure venue, Star City; modest audiences at most outdoor events, with the 
exception of the Opera House Forecourt and New Year’s Eve concerts; the lack of  
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Jazz writer John Shand: in the Sydney Morning Herald he praised aspects of the 
event, but also drew attention to some of the festival’s inadequacies: 
 
interest shown by passers-by; the lack of comfort at one of the main venues, the 
Aqua-Shell at Darling Harbour; problems with sound in the outdoors; and the lack of 
artistic direction. “While the lure of the harbour may have seemed sound tourism 
theory, the reality was that the festival became too diffused, lacking the sense of 
event and focus which a more specific locale could have provided,” John wrote. 
“Other than the enormous value of giving musicians work, it is hard to see that the 
cause of local jazz was much furthered... [People] encountered the music in such a 
detached, suck-it-briefly-and-see way, often in average circumstances, that I doubt 
they are more likely to seek out live jazz than before.” Kevin Jones, writing in The 
Australian on January 2, 1998, stressed the success of the New Year’s Eve concert at 
Darling Harbour: “At one minute to midnight on New Year’s Eve the last notes from  
 

 
 
Kevin Jones, writing in The Australian, stressed the success of the New Year’s Eve 
concert at Darling Harbour… 
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Arturo Sandoval’s trumpet were engulfed by thousands of cheering, dancing 
partygoers at Sydney’s Darling Harbour. Pandemonium reigned as, intoxicated by 
the earthy funk and vigour of the New Birth Brass Band from New Orleans and then 
the energy and imposing presence of the heavily built Sandoval’s own flavour of fiery, 
Latin jazz, they screamed for more.”  
 

 
 
The trumpeter Arturo Sandoval: intoxicated by the energy and imposing presence 
of the heavily built Sandoval’s own flavour of fiery, Latin jazz, they screamed for 
more… 
 
Kevin quoted at length remarks by a number of people involved in organising the 
festival, who spoke very highly of the event: John Speight, one of the festival’s 
directors; Johnny Allen, Events Manager at Tourism NSW, who was the main driving 
force behind the festival; and Ken Sparkes, the festival’s genial transport and 
international liaison officer. Kevin said that the Detroit Connection, “played the best 
jazz I have heard from an overseas group since the Wynton Marsalis Septet was here 
in 1994.” It was good that a group that attracted such praise should include two local 
musicians - Jonathan Zwartz (bass) and John Harkins (piano) - as well as three 
visiting Americans, including the wonderful trumpeter Marcus Belgrave, plus the 
expatriate Australian altoist Andrew Speight.  
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The Detroit Connection group included American trumpeter Marcus Belgrave 
(above) as well as the expatriate Australian altoist Andrew Speight (below)… 
 

 
 
I heard them too, and thought they were marvellous. Other than outdoor 
appearances, this group appeared only on the South Steyne ferry, where facilities 
were not designed for jazz performance. It would have been good to hear them at a 
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venue like The Basement, where their splendid music could have been presented to 
advantage. It’s interesting that the Melbourne jazz community, which has a history of 
division, appears to have been brought together by the success of the inaugural 1998 
Melbourne International Jazz Festival. Its infrastructure included a disinterested 
artistic director and organising body which, most people agree, gave the Festival 
credibility (see pages 6-7 of this edition of JazzChord). We in Sydney, however, have 
been given the Sydney Harbour Jazz Festival, organised on totally different lines – a 
tourism event, rather than an arts event. As the festival is subsidised by more than 
$200,000 of NSW Government money, a number of issues have been raised which 
are currently being debated. Those who wish to contribute to the debate are invited 
to present their views in JazzChord. 
 

 
 
* The second edition of the Australian Jazz Directory has been printed, and was 
delivered to our office on Friday, February 13, 1998. We began sending out copies to 
all those who ordered it in advance on February 16. It’s the 1998 edition, and 
succeeds the first edition which was published in May, 1994. My apologies to those 
who ordered it some time ago, and have been waiting patiently for it. I hope that 
people in the jazz communities around Australia will appreciate it, and publicise its 
availability, particularly through word-of-mouth. There are many people to thank 
who assisted in the preparation of the Directory, and they are acknowledged in the 
Directory’s Foreword. But there is one person in particular to whom I owe a great 
debt, and that is John Mackey, the Perth saxophonist who came to Sydney after 
having lived in Sweden for a time. John has worked in my office throughout 1997 as 
my part-time administrative assistant. During that time he tirelessly compiled much 
of the information which the Directory contains, particularly in the Jazz Ensembles 
& Musicians and Venues sections, which are the backbone of the Directory. In 
fact, the Jazz Ensembles & Musicians section is almost one-third of the whole book. 
I cannot thank him enough for his persistence and good humour. 


